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Water is the life giver, the nourisher, the source of many of our beliefs. 

The theme for musician Caro Pampillo’s new album is water. Sindhu is 

the Sanskrit word that can mean ocean, river, and rain. All varieties of 

water. Pampillo’s eight mantra album offers up humble and loving prayers 

to Water. From actress to musician Caro Pampillo believes that water 

plays an essential part not only in her life, but in all life. Caro wrote the 

music for the album as well as co-producing it. The music is a blend of 

New Age and World genres with a few others making an appearance. Overall the compositions 

are smooth and at the same time energetic. Hidden in there are some loves song, but more about 

that later. Joining Pampillo on Sindhu are Mario Siperman, Lucas Villemur, Christian Tomas, 

Javier Pomposiello, Gabriel Roca, Diego Gago, Dave Norwood, and Gary “Dov” Gertzweig. 

Om Namah Shivaya begins with a deep breath, a single note, and a bell in the background. 

Pampillo’s sweet voice sings this mantra in a soft and gentle manner, but you can feel her 

restrained exuberance in the song. It is as if she wants to burst forth with her strong belief at any 

second. As in most of the songs, there is an overall message of peace.  

The greeting of peace and calm are matched with the sound of the known universe in the song 

Om Shanti. Keyboard, guitar, and quiet percussion join in a warm entreaty. One of my favorites 

on Sindhu is called I Shin Den Shin. It is completely understandable that we take great ideas 

from one place and use them in others. The words actually come from an old Chinese proverb, 

used by Japanese culture, and they are handed to us like a gift. It means “To speak by heart to 

heart” or “to speak to mind, from mind.” In other words, to speak without actually using words. 

Pampillo’s song is a tender message of acknowledgment from one soul to another. 

Om Mani Padme Om is a love song. I can hear Caro’s love of her Gods and for her world. 

There is a deep, sensual element in the song that is translated as love for all. With the wind 

blowing, the voices rise into the heavens in the song Gate Heart Mantra. The gate in this 

instance is to your heart. All you need do is open it and the world will coming flowing to you.  

Understanding will come into your heart. This is another gentle song with Caro’s compassionate 

voice and her dreamy music. OM has purring in it. What I think is the purring of a cat and the 

toll of a single bell opens the tune OM. The music is quite dramatic. The intro builds, the 

echoing vocal commences, and with the violin, swirls in and out of the music. This is an ambient 

tune full of drifting sounds, breathy whispers, and sensual hums. 

Signos de Amar or Signs of Love is sung both in English and Spanish, Pampillo’s lingua 

maternal. It is a dynamic song with a lot of rises in the vocal and Caro does a fine job. Love is 

definitely all around us according to Caro’s dynamic ballad. And so is water. We are water. We 

need water. We worship water. But I understand from Caro Pampillo’s album that love flows 

like water. Caro’s voice is light and sincere in every cut. I liked the album and I look forward to 

hearing more from this artist and learning more about her ideals. 


